1. How to Search
Setting a keyword and selecting a value in RESEARCH FOCUS, ICH
GENRE and SUB-REGION means AND search, which means data that
includes all conditions is hit.

Keywords
Keywords target the following information.
For Publications: title of publication, publisher, summary,
research focus, ICH genre and country
For Institutions: name of institution, abbreviation of institution,
research focus, ICH genre and country
For Researchers: name of researcher, title of publication,
research focus, ICH genre and country
- Matching condition
Select a condition of search from the pulldown menu.
Selecting Equals, Forward match and Backward match hides the
AND/OR check box.
Equals: search data that exactly matches the keywords
Contains: search data that includes the keywords
Forward match: search data from the beginning of the string that
includes the keywords
Backward match: search data from the end of the string that
includes the keywords
- Not case-sensitive
Do not distinguish upper case letter and lower case letter.
Example
Keywords: Environment, environment
Results: same data is hit

- Multiple keywords
Choose either “AND” or “OR” box below the keyword box.
AND search
Data that contains all keywords is hit
Example
Keywords: education culture
Results: data that contains both “education” and
“culture”
Or search
Data that contains at least one keyword is hit
Example
Keywords: indigenous knowledge
Results: data that contains either “indigenous” or
“knowledge”

RESEARCH FOCUS
Select a value from the pulldown menu.

ICH GENRE
Select a value from the pulldown menu.

AUTHORS
Target only one person even though keywords contain space.
- Matching condition
Select a matching condition from the pulldown menu
Equals: search data that exactly matches the keywords
Contains: search data that includes the keywords

- Not case-sensitive
Do not distinguish upper case letter and lower case letter.
Example
Keywords: Taro or taro
Results: same data is hit

2. Search Result
- Sort
Select any header on the top to sort ascending or descending.
Change ascending/descending every time headers are selected.
- Display
Click “Show more” to display all data matched.
Click again to display the default number of data.

3. Online Questionnaire (appear in the detailed search result
display)
Select “Answer” bottom to finish it.
Select “Close” bottom to just close it.

